New Perspectives on an Old Friend: Optimizing Carboplatin for the Treatment of Solid Tumors.
BACKGROUND. Since its clinical introduction in 1981, carboplatin has proved a feasible alternative to cisplatin for the treatment of many solid tumors, especially ovarian cancer. Because the pharmacokinetics and, ultimately, the pharmacodynamics of carboplatin are highly dependent on the status of renal function, fixed dosing based on body surface area has led to carboplatin overdosing or, especially, underdosing. This has resulted in less than optimal treatment results compared with cisplatin in a variety of solid tumor types. Only in the past few years has the optimal dosing method for carboplatin-individualizing the dose (area under the concentration-versus-time curve [AUC]) rather than conventional use of body surface area-been adopted by clinical oncologists. METHODS. An extensive review of the oncology literature has been performed to update both carboplatin dosing guidelines as well as its present role in solid tumor chemotherapy. Initial efforts to devise a dosing formula for carboplatin focused on reducing myelotoxicity (especially thrombocytopenia). Subsequently, a simple formula was developed to adjust the carboplatin dose according to renal function. By targeting a carboplatin AUC rather than empirically dosing according to body surface area, doses of carboplatin can be individualized to fall within the drug's therapeutic index. RESULTS. The use of carboplatin dosing guidelines based on renal function has led to optimization of its pharmacodynamic effects both with respect to its safety profile and its ultimate impact on solid tumor response and patient survival. Since carboplatin has little neurotoxicity, it has become the platinum agent of choice in combination with paclitaxel for therapy of previously untreated ovarian cancer. Carboplatin plus etoposide and carboplatin plus paclitaxel have been studied in phase II and III trials, with the latter combination demonstrating improved activity against advanced non-small cell lung cancer. Additional trials in patients with other solid tumors have shown that carboplatin is more cost-effective and less toxic than cisplatin. CONCLUSIONS. Dosing based on renal function and a targeted serum AUC, rather than on body surface area, has resulted in the optimal utilization of carboplatin in cancer chemotherapy. Its predictable toxicity and clinical efficacy equivalent to cisplatin make carboplatin the drug of choice for selected tumor types.